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This project was inspired by the cut-up 
works of Martha Colburn and Stan Vander-
breek. Both these artists are known for 
their filmmaking  skills as well as their 
collages. I heard about Martha Colburn from 
my teacher in class as an example to be-
gin my project and Stan Vanderbeek from a 
friend. After some research, it was very no-
ticeable that these two artsits had common 
interests shown in their videos: their use 
of vintage images, cropped and placed on dif-
ferent backgrounds.

Since all my images are recent, thus “mod-
ern”, the use of historic images in the 
works of the two artists gave me the idea 
of using my previously taken polaroids as a 
frame for the video. Each of the scenes in 
my video is shown through a polaroid frame, 
making it look antique. By using the HUE/
SATURATION tool, increasing the saturation 
of the added colors created pixels with-
in the pictures, thus giving them more theme 
and identity. This pixelation was not used 
for the polaroid frames by the use of the 
QUICK SELECTION tool in order to outcast 
them.



`

 Process
Each scene perceived in the video was de-
cided through products of photoshop created 
for each polaroid.

Each of the polaroids were divided into 
stories that connected with transition im-
ages (for example: tear drops falling into 
the next image/scene from another). Every 
polaroid episode has about at least 10 dif-
ferent images; all products of one single 
polaroid originally.

These images, by the end of their making, 
were exported into JPEG files from Photoshop 
and put through Adobe Premiere Pro in or-
der to be modified into a stop motion movie, 
just like Colburn and Vanderbeek’s videos.

To match the seconds of each photo coming 
after the other, soundtracks (“Ketamine” 
and “Gooey (Instrumental)”) were placed in 
order to add more curiosity and excitement 
for the audience to see and hear during the 
video.



`

 Process
In order to complete this project, a lot of 

editing was done through Adobe Photoshop. 

To begin with, the key tools used for this ed-

iting session are known as: 

- the QUICK SELECTION tool: used for selecting 

the areas to be cropped

- LAYERS: in order to replicate areas/edit 

photos without ruining the original image

(*while using “LAYERS”, editing can only be 

done with the selected layer*)

- HUE/SATURATION tool: enhancing the colors of 

selected areas

For the editing of additional colors, every 

step was done through the HUE/SATURATION color 

editing tool. The tool will only apply to the 

selected areas singled out by the QUICK SELEC-

TION TOOL. With the selection decided (reverse 

or inverse of selection), any color direction 

chosen on the tool line will appear as a dif-

ferent set of varied colors which can be sat-

urated, thus create more varying shades and 
pixels. Once the image is done, saving it is 

essential.



 Process
Photoshop Color



 Idea
The idea of the storyline for this project 
came within the making of the polaroid ed-
its on Photoshop. Initially, there was no 
thought for creating the images, just self 
taught ways and random creations. Once each 
polaroid episode was made, I went back to 
the original polaroids and created a few 
extra more, so that the next episode would 

be linked to the previous one.

Since these pictures were taken from during 
my high school graduation trip to Greece, 
it has a special connection and value to me 
as some of the cropped images happened in 
real life from that time of my life in the 
past.

Although I wanted to use soundtracks of 
songs that came out from that time of the 
year, the beats of the music would not match 
the tone of the video as I wanted them to. 
As an end result, I changed the scene music 
to the ones placed on my final video.



 Result

As it was the first time I used the cut-up 
technique digitally, I thought there would 
be challenges to a great extent. However, I 
thought the video was quite entertaining and 
simple to make. 

The process was shorter than I had expected 
it as I turned out to be more skilled Pho-
toshop than I had thought. 

In my opinion, the most difficult part of the 
entire project was mashing up the JPEG files 
into a video on Premiere Pro. It was compli-
cated to arrange the amount of seconds as 
desired on the programme and edit the music 
files seperately.

Despite all the complications with Premiere, 
I am content with the end reuslt of my cut-
up vieo.
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